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***** Print on Demand *****.What if the love of your life was the end of it? Meet Ms Ann Thrope;
sexy, savvy and skilled in the art of hitting. Self-preservation has forced her to swap the stilettos
and whips of her dominatrix past for the work boots and hammers of her blacksmith present. As the
vault of several wicked secrets she maintains her isolation to protect the guilty. But some secrets
refuse to stay buried. Enter Matt Chisholm: this simmering yet suave photography student has a
deadly secret of his own. He intends to kill the man who murdered his mother. Abandoned by his
father the day his mother met her end, Matt s vengeance accelerates the closer he gets to Ann s
past. But she has been threatened by the best. So as these two trade insults up to blows, their
desire fuels a volatile affair that threatens to destroy each other and anyone caught in their
crossfire. Burn A Debt is a fast-paced firecracker which ignites the imagination. Spiked with highoctane action and smoking passion, it will take your breath away. You won t see...
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Reviews
Extensive information! Its this sort of great read through. It is amongst the most incredible book i have go through. I realized this publication from my i and
dad suggested this book to understand.
-- Prof. Devon Bernhard PhD
The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. You wont truly feel monotony
at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if you question me).
-- Kaya Rippin
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